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SUMMARY

With over 15 years of experience as a Software Developer, John has demonstrated a strong proficiency in enterprise application development
across various technology stacks, with a focus on Microsoft technologies for web applications. His enthusiasm for continuous learning and
knowledge sharing has contributed to the professional growth and success of the development teams he has been a part of. John's expertise in C#,
.NET, Azure, SQL, and JavaScript, along with his background in Fullstack .Net development, positions him as a valuable asset in contributing to
the growth and efficiency of future organizations.

EXPERIENCE

Senior Software Engineer | Accruent LLC 12/2021 to Present

Collaborated with Senior Developers and Architects to solve complex problems for the Assets management system.

Directed tasks for product improvement, supporting junior/mid developers.

Actively participated in the migration of legacy CMMS products to a Backend for Frontend (BFF) architecture by implementing new
technologies, standards, and procedures.

Senior Software Engineer | EPAM Systems 05/2021 to 12/2021

Collaborated with clients to identify software needs, delivering customized solutions for over 10 businesses.

Contributed to improving software development processes, resulting in a 15% increase in efficiency.

Senior .Net Developer | Growth Acceleration Partners 07/2019 to 05/2021

Led the development and implementation of new features for healthcare applications, resulting in a 20% increase in user satisfaction.

Provided technical expertise and support to the application's main support team, resulting in a 15% reduction in support ticket processing
time.

Led a development team, ensuring on-time delivery of high-quality code for critical healthcare applications.

Senior .Net Developer | SICO 01/2014 to 07/2019

Led Product Development Lifecycle from business case to production implementation.

Developed features for company's CRM Application.

Contributed to the innovation and growth of the technology stack.

EDUCATION

MCTS - MCSA SQL Server Developer/Administrator | Microsoft 2012 to 2012

Certified in SQL Server by Microsoft, I hold MCTS and MCSA credentials for both SQL Server Developer and Administrator roles. These
certifications validate my expertise in SQL Server installation, configuration, maintenance, and performance tuning, as well as my skills in
database development, query optimization, and data security management.

Bachelor Software Engineering | Remington University 2009 to 2012

Bachelor of Software Engineering from Remington University, with strong foundations in systems engineering, software development, advanced
mathematics, systems modeling, design, and project management. Graduated with expertise in optimizing complex engineering projects.

Systems Technologist | Remington University 2005 to 2008

As a Systems Technologist at Remington University with a diploma equivalent in Systems Engineering, I have comprehensive knowledge of
software development processes, engineering fundamentals, and proficiency in project management principles for complex engineering projects.

SKILLS

C# .NET Azure

SQL JavaScript Agile Methodologies

React Typescript
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